Open Wednesdays through Fridays, 1 pm to 5 pm. Scheduled appointments are possible. No evening or weekend hours. 303-492-6144. Email spc@colorado.edu to request an appointment or ask reference questions.

Photobook (DHT) display for African American Leadership, LDSP students
Susan Smith, Instructor, October 19, 2004 visit.

1. The Sweet Flypaper of Life, Roy De Carava and Langston Hughes, DHT 886
2. Separate, but equal : the Mississippi photographs of Henry Clay Anderson, DHT 9263
3. A photographer of note : Arkansas artist Geleve Grice / Robert Cochran, DHT 9279
4. One Shot Harris : the photographs of Charles "Teenie" Harris / by Stanley Crouch, DHT 9262
5. Willis, Deborah, The black female body : a photographic history / Deborah Willis, DHT 9155.
8. Roll, Jordan, roll; the text by Julia Peterkin; the photographic studies by Doris Ulmann, DHT 3362
29. East 100th Street, Bruce Davidson, DHT 853
31. Miller, Wayne, Chicago's South Side, 1946-1948 / Wayne F. Miller; foreword by Orville Schell; commentaries by Gordon Parks and Robert B. Stepto, DHT 8927
33. A Day in the Life of Africa, DHT 9246 OS.

Additional materials on display

1. Cuneiform tablet.
2. Sarah Smith Indenture, MS 353